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• The Covid-19 pandemic and the government publishing policy changes significantly impacted scholarly publishing, which in turn impacted library collections and services

• The program today is to provide insightful updates and analysis on new publishing realities and trends in the Greater China Area and on collaborative publishing across the Pacific

• Our four speakers will respectively cover publishing in mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong, and trans-Pacific collaboration
• Dr. Weihua Zhou 周蔚华: Publishing Industry in China since 2012: Major Changes and Trends
• Dr. Shu-hsien Tseng 曾淑賢: New Changes and Trends of Printed and Electronic Publishing in Taiwan
• Ms. Angela Ko 高玉華: An Overview of Publishing in Hong Kong
• Dr. Brigitta van Rheinberg: Scholarly Publishing as a Global Marketplace of Ideas: Princeton University Press’s China Office as an Example of Fruitful East/West Collaboration
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